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Fault-tolerant quantum metrology
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(Received 13 July 2018; revised manuscript received 9 April 2019; published 27 August 2019)
We introduce the notion of fault-tolerant quantum metrology to overcome noise beyond our control, associated
with sensing the parameter, by reducing the noise in operations under our control, associated with preparing and
measuring probes and ancillae. To that end, we introduce noise thresholds to quantify the noise resilience of
parameter estimation schemes. We demonstrate improved noise thresholds over the non-fault-tolerant schemes.
We use quantum Reed-Muller codes to retrieve more information about a single phase parameter being estimated
in the presence of full-rank Pauli noise. Using only error detection, as opposed to error correction, allows us to
retrieve higher thresholds. We show that better devices, which can be engineered, can enable us to counter
larger noise in the field beyond our control. Further improvements in fault-tolerant quantum metrology could
be achieved by optimizing in tandem parameter-specific estimation schemes and transversal quantum error
correcting codes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.100.022335
I. INTRODUCTION
Like all quantum information processing tasks, noise has
an adverse effect on quantum enhancements in precision
metrology. Early promises of a quantum-enhanced “Heisen-
berg scaling” are now tempered by its elusiveness even in
the presence of arbitrarily small noise in the sensing process
[1,2]. After some early musings [3,4], much effort has been
directed towards recovering the Heisenberg scaling using
quantum error correction [5–11]. More recent results suggest
the impossibility of recovering the Heisenberg scaling in the
presence of general Markovian noise if the Hamiltonian lies
in the span of the noise operators, even after quantum error
correction [12,13]. Studies of error-corrected quantum metrol-
ogy have focused on either specific experimental systems
[9,11,14,15] or specific forms of noise affecting the field [6,9].
Others have assumed instantaneous and perfect correction
and control operations [8,9,12,13] or short sensing times to
commute noise to the end of the protocol [6,7,10]. These
assumptions are unlikely to hold in general.
In this paper, we take a complementary approach by ini-
tiating the study of fault-tolerant (FT) quantum metrology.
Instead of lower bounds and asymptotic scalings, we focus
on the estimation of a phase parameter φ associated with the
field
Rz(φ) = exp
(
−iφ
2
Z
)
, (1)
up to a fixed number of bits, where Z = |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|.
We show that φ can be estimated to more bits of precision
with our FT quantum metrology protocol, in the presence of
noise, than without it. This is achieved by introducing the
concept of thresholds to noisy quantum metrology, providing
experimentalists with quantitative targets to aim for. Our
illustration uses a specific phase estimation scheme and code
switching between Steane and other quantum Reed-Muller
codes (QRMCs) to counter locally bounded full-rank noise
beyond our control, associated with the parameter or field
being sensed, as well as under our control, in preparing, en-
tangling, and measuring probes and ancilla. We call the latter
“devices.” We do not assume short sensing times or perfect
control operations. We show in Fig. 6 that better devices,
which can be engineered, can enable us to counter more noise
in the field beyond our control. Our results for fault-tolerant
quantum metrology can also be extended to other sensing and
estimating applications, such as clock synchronization [16]
and systematic error estimation and calibration [17].
In contrast to previous approaches of error-corrected quan-
tum metrology such as Refs. [6,12,13,18], as well as ancilla-
assisted quantum metrology schemes [19], our FT quantum
metrology framework enables a meaningful quantitative anal-
ysis of the noise in devices in addition to that in the field.
Recast in terms of noise thresholds, these prior works on
quantum metrology with perfect error correction correspond
to the dotted blue line in Fig. 6. The dashed blue line shows
the depreciating performance of an error-corrected quantum
metrology scheme due to noisy devices. Our main result is the
solid green/light-gray line in Fig. 6 that shows the possibility
of improvement using fault-tolerant quantum metrology.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the notion of fault tolerance in quantum metrology, comparing
and contrasting it with the more familiar notion of fault
tolerance in quantum computing. Section III presents our
main results, culminating in Fig. 6. The subsequent sections
provide the technical details and proofs. Section IV provides
formal convergence, noise resilience, and resource analysis of
a modified estimation scheme [20]. Section V calculates the
effect of applying logical Rz(φ), which is nontransversal for
QRMCs in general. Section VI calculates failure probabilities
of error detection when devices are perfect. Section VII ana-
lyzes the performance of the protocols when devices are not
perfect. Finally, Sec. VIII presents the parallel version of our
protocols and Sec. IX discusses prospects and open questions
in fault-tolerant quantum metrology.
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FIG. 1. Single-qubit state |ψ〉 is encoded into multiqubit state
|ψ〉L in order to detect or correct errors on few qubits. Transversal
application of unitary gate U means bitwise application of U on
physical qubits of |ψ〉L . It outputs the encoded state of state U |ψ〉.
II. FAULT TOLERANCE AND METROLOGY
We treat phase estimation as a quantum circuit, composed
of the probe and ancilla state preparations and measurements
as well as the application of the Rz(φ) gate. The central
difference between FT quantum metrology and computing is
that φ is unknown in the former while it is known in the latter.
The only way to apply Rz(φ) is by interrogating the field.
Quantum information can be protected against bounded
noise by using a quantum error correcting code (QECC). In
order to protect it while it dynamically undergoes computation
one can apply the procedures of fault tolerance. Fault toler-
ance encompasses a set of procedures for preparing encoded
states, applying encoded gates, and measuring encoded states.
If φ is known, as is the case in computing, a fault-tolerant
encoding of Rz(φ) in Eq. (1) can be accomplished. This relies
on the existence of a fault-tolerant set of gates from which
to build a fault-tolerant circuit. The main property of these
procedures is that an error in one component in a FT encoding
results in no more than one error in the entire encoded block
[21]. As φ is unknown in metrology, we cannot undertake
its fault-tolerant encoding directly. Fault-tolerant quantum
metrology thus operates by performing fault tolerance before
and after the field Rz(φ) is sensed, as in Fig. 3(b).
A desirable design principle in fault tolerance is to limit the
proliferation of noise from one part of the circuit to another.
This is called transversality and is the requirement that each
physical gate employed for the encoded gate acts on at most
one physical qubit in each code block [22], as shown in Fig. 1.
Since in FT quantum metrology only single qubit gates Rz(φ)
are applied during the interrogation of the field, as shown in
Fig. 3, transversality comes naturally. It results in errors on a
single physical qubit not propagating to more physical qubits
of the same block in a single fault-tolerant gate procedure.
If we restrict ourselves to the well-studied family of sta-
bilizer codes, we cannot hope for a code transversal for
Rz(φ),∀φ ∈ [0, 2π ]. This is because for stabilizer codes all
transversal gates reside at a finite level of the Clifford hier-
archy [23] (for details see Appendix A). We must therefore
move to a digital representation of the phase parameter φ =
2π × 0.b0b1b2 . . . = b0π + b1π/2 + b2π/4 + . . . with bn ∈
{0, 1}. Defining Tn ≡ diag(1, ei2π/2n ), Eq. (1) can be reex-
pressed as Rz(φ) = T b01 T b12 . . .. Thus, the field interrogation
effectively does or does not apply the gate Tn depending on
whether bn = 0 or 1, respectively. For n higher than what
our transversal code can support, there is a corruption of
the logical subspace. We prove in Sec. V that this effect is
bounded and that using stabilizer codes can even be benefi-
|ψ〉 Z •
|+〉 Rz(φ) • Rz(2φ)X
FIG. 2. Gate teleportation: All operations outside the dashed
box are protected by a code transversal for {cX, H, Z}. The unitary
correction depends on parameter φ and since it is not transversal for
the code it requires an extra round of distillation.
cial in our construction. Since any real-world task must use
finite resources, we capture the performance of FT quantum
metrology in the number of bits of φ estimated. Incidentally,
digital quantum metrology has been studied for independent
reasons [24].
Other design principles of fault-tolerant quantum comput-
ing include gate synthesis or approximation to acquire a FT
gate set [25], distillation of so-called magic states [26], and
state twirling to diagonalize the noise in the magic state basis
[27]. In the following, we briefly describe why these cannot
be applied to FT quantum metrology in their original form
and the modifications we resort to.
Gate synthesis replaces gates that do not belong to the FT
set by approximate decompositions of gates of that set. This
cannot be applied in FT quantum metrology since we cannot
write a decomposition of the gate Rz(φ) = T b01 T b12 . . . when
the bits bn are unknown. The only way to apply the gate is by
interrogating the field. This results in using a larger block size
QECC for retrieving more bits of the unknown parameter in
our FT quantum metrology scheme.
The gates involved in the encoding operations
[Hadamard and controlled-NOT (CNOT)] and the field
[Rz(φ) = T b01 T b12 . . .] form a gate set universal for quantum
computing. The well-studied family of stabilizer codes is
known not to be transversal for a universal set of gates [28].
A solution is to inject external states into the logical circuit
in order to apply the corresponding gates. Distillation is a
series of operations that gives a high fidelity state out of many
low fidelity states and is necessary because the external state
is noisy in general. It is accompanied by gate teleportation
to apply the corresponding gate at any stage of the circuit,
as shown in Fig. 2. This circuit cannot be implemented in
our FT quantum metrology scheme, once again because
of the unknown φ-dependent correction operator in the
teleportation step. An alternative solution, which avoids
teleportation, is code switching. It switches between codes
that are transversal for different subsets of gates. We use this
solution (Sec. VII B), which has implications on the noise
threshold of our scheme.
State twirling is the application of a randomizing operation
that diagonalizes the noise on a state in a basis that is defined
by the state. It reduces the types of logical noise that need to be
treated in a FT circuit. In our FT quantum metrology scheme,
this also cannot be applied because after the first interrogation
the state depends on the unknown parameter φ. FT quantum
metrology thus needs to treat full-rank noise in its entirety.
The culmination of a fault-tolerant approach is the thresh-
old. The noise threshold for FT quantum metrology we define
as the strength of noise [29] below which the estimator for
the parameter converges. It depends on the type of noise,
022335-2
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|+〉 Rz(φ) X bˆ1
|+〉 Rz(φ) Rz(φ) X bˆ2
|+〉 Rz(φ) Rz(φ) X bˆj
2j−1
(a)
|+〉 Rz(φ) F X bˆ1
|+〉 Rz(φ) F Rz(φ) F X bˆ2
|+〉 Rz(φ) F Rz(φ) F X bˆj
2j−1
(b)
|+〉 Rz(φ) F X bˆ1
|+〉 Rz(φ) F Rz(φ) F X bˆ2
|+〉 Rz(φ) F Rz(φ) F X bˆj
2j−1
(c)
FIG. 3. Three serial quantum metrology protocols for estimating j bits of the phase φ: (a) Protocol Ia, (b) Protocol Ib, and (c) Protocol Ic.
Blue boxes denote the field to be sensed, with its allied noise beyond our control. Orange triangles are inputs and red boxes are measurements,
both under our control. The protocols start with the state |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 probes. Green rhombuses denote fault tolerance interleaved
with sensing the field. Filled shapes denote FT implementations.
the estimation scheme, and the QECC used. Indeed, our
FT metrology scheme provides two thresholds—one for the
noise in the field which contains the parameter and another
for the devices that perform the preparation, encoding, and
measurements of the probes and ancilla. One of our main
results as shown in Fig. 6 is that if the noise in the devices
is below a certain threshold then the threshold for the noise in
the field is larger.
In FT quantum computing using gate distillation, a base
code transversal only for Clifford gates with high noise thresh-
old such as the surface code [30] can be used. Furthermore, the
distillation is based on error detection rather than error correc-
tion, which contributes to a higher threshold. In FT quantum
metrology where we have to use code switching, estimating
bit bn requires us to employ a code that is transversal for Tn.
In this paper, we use QRMCs. The search for QECCs with
better performance, in terms of code lengths and thresholds,
should be one of the central aims of improving FT quantum
metrology in future works.
Encoding
QRMCs are quantum stabilizer codes constructed from
classical Reed-Muller codes RM(r, m). RM(r, m) have order
r and block length 2m for 0  r  m [31]. The QRMC
QRM(1, m) has a block size of 2m − 1 qubits, encodes one
qubit, and has a minimum distance of 3. Transversality of
QRMCs enables a logical operation on a logical state by
applying transversal gates on the 2m − 1 physical qubits. We
choose RM(1, n + 1) as the basis for the QRMCs, which are
transversal for Tj , j  n [32]. However, these QRMCs are
not transversal for Tj for j > n. The effect of these post-
transversal rotations is subtle and needs to be counteracted in
FT metrology. Applying Tn transversally on QRM(1, n + 1)
applies the logical T †n gate.
III. RESULTS
Quantum phase estimation can be performed in series. It
can also be performed in parallel where multiple qubits in
an entangled state interrogate the field simultaneously. They
perform similarly to serial strategies where a single qubit
interrogates the field multiple times coherently. See Sec. VIII.
We introduce fault tolerance into quantum metrology in
three stages. The first, Protocol Ia [Fig. 3(a)], is affected by
noise everywhere but uses no fault tolerance. It serves as
our benchmark. The second, Protocol Ib [Fig. 3(b)], comes
in two types—with noiseless and noisy devices—but uses
fault tolerance to counteract noise in the field only. The
third, Protocol Ic [Fig. 3(c)], is affected by noise in both the
field and devices and uses fault tolerance to counteract them
both. These protocols can be applied to any phase estimation
scheme. Since different phase estimation schemes perform
differently under noise, their FT threshold improvements and
resource requirements will be different.
We illustrate the above methodology for a phase estimation
scheme due to Rudolph and Grover (RG) [20], which we
choose for its operational simplicity. The RG protocol per-
forms bitwise phase estimation, is nonadaptive, and requires
only a Pauli X measurement. The original RG protocol cannot
estimate all possible phases—it has an excluded region [33]
captured by a parameter γ . We now present our main results.
A. No fault tolerance
For any bit b j, we denote its estimate as b̂ j . The RG
scheme assumes 0  φ < π, from which we have that b̂0 =
0. We use it to estimate the unknown phase φ to t bits. This
phase estimation protocol, labeled Protocol Ia, is presented
below and depicted in Fig. 3(a). The protocol converges if it
outputs the first t bits of φ with confidence .
Protocol Ia
For j = 1, . . . , t
1. Repeat M times.
(i) Prepare |+〉.
(ii) Interrogate field 2 j−1 times.
(iii) Measure X.
2. Calculate p̂ j as the fraction of the +1 measurement outcomes out
of M. If b̂ j−1 = 0 set φ̂ j = cos−1(2 p̂ j − 1) in [0, π ], or else
in [π, 2π ].
(i) If b̂ j−1π  φ̂ j < b̂ j−1π + (π/2 − γ ), set b̂ j = 0.
(ii) If b̂ j−1π + (π/2 + γ )  φ̂ j  b̂ j−1π + π , set b̂ j = 1.
Otherwise output estimate up to bit j − 1 and exit.
3. If j = t increase j by one and go to step 1, otherwise exit and
output
φ̂ = b̂1 π2 + b̂2
π
4
+ . . . + b̂t π2t .
In the noiseless case, this protocol converges everywhere
except for φ in between the decision boundaries—called the
022335-3
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(b)(a) (c)
log log
log
FIG. 4. (a) Scheme with γ = π/32. The allowed region for φ is divided into [0, π/2] and [π/2, π ). The decision boundaries are the red
lines. For j = 1 the excluded region (gray) is centered around π/2. For j = 2, the excluded region (blue) is centered either around π/4 if
b1 = 0 or around 3π/4 if b1 = 1. This pattern continues for j > 2. (b) Noise thresholds for γ = π/32. Red circles, Protocol Ia; blue triangles,
Protocol Ib. That the blue line is below the red demonstrates the benefits of FT phase estimation for higher bits. (c) Standard deviation vs
resources for γ = π/32, p = 0.63%. Red circles, Protocol Ia; blue triangles, Protocol Ib; markers denote bits starting from 1 and increasing
left to right. Improvement from fault tolerance appears in estimating higher bits. See Appendix C for other values of γ .
excluded region—which depend on γ [Fig. 4(a)]. In the latter
case, we abort the protocol. The total range of the excluded
angles in the worst case, when there are no overlapping
excluded regions, is 2tγ . This and the convergence of Protocol
Ia are proven in Sec. IV.
In the noisy case, we define the noise threshold as the
probability p below which Protocol Ia converges. We consider
full-rank noise, which can occur at any point before, during,
or after the interaction of the probe with the field, of the form
E (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + p(pxXρX + pyXZρZX + pzZρZ ), (2)
where 1  p, px,y,z  0 and add up to 1. This incorporates
parallel noise (px = py = 0), perpendicular noise (pz = py =
0), and combinations thereof.
Several recent works have studied the effect of noise of
various ranks on the scaling of precision of phase estimation
[15,34–36]. All our results are valid for all allowed values of
px,y,z.
Mathematically, Protocol Ia converges for p < pth, where
the threshold for the noise affecting the field pth is the solution
of (see Sec. IV B)
1 − (1 − p)2t−1 = δ(γ ) = | sin γ |/2. (3)
The robustness of Protocol Ia against noise depends on γ . A
larger γ excludes more angles but makes the protocol more
robust against noise. Our FT protocols overcome this tradeoff.
The threshold pth obtained from Eq. (3) and presented in
Fig. 4(b) sets the benchmark against which we compare our
next two FT protocols. A larger pth denotes a greater resilience
to noise.
The number of field interrogations, our resource, required
for Protocol Ia to converge is (see Sec. IV B)
N = (2t − 1) 1
2[δ(γ ) − p f ]2 ln
(
2t

)
, (4)
where p f = 1 − (1 − p)2t−1 . We plot the standard deviation
of our estimate 	φ against the resources required for this
protocol for a fixed p and γ in Fig. 4(c). If p 	 pth for a given
t, 	φ = O(log N/N ), where the logarithmic term appears due
to bitwise estimation [20] and the 1/N term represents the
Heisenberg scaling in very low noise.
B. Error detection against field noise
First we assume noiseless devices. Protocol Ib begins by
creating a Bell state between the probe and an ancilla. The
probe is then encoded using QRMCs. The encoded subsystem
interrogates the field transversally and is measured in the
logical X basis. This, along with appropriate local correction,
teleports information of φ onto the ancillae at the physical
level. This process, represented by the green rhombuses and
blue boxes in Fig. 3(b), is repeated 2 j−1 times, using the
output of one step as the input to the next to estimate bj .
Protocol Ib combats noise of the form of Eq. (2) in the field
using error detection.
Protocol Ib
For j = 1, . . . , t
1. Repeat M times.
(i) Prepare probe |+〉. Set k = 1.
(ii) Prepare ancilla |0〉. Apply CNOT between probe and ancilla.
Encode probe by QRM(1, j + 2).
(iii) Interrogate field transversally with probe. Apply error
detection on probe. Restart (i) if syndrome measurements reject.
(iv) Teleport by measuring probe in logical X and adapting Pauli
frame accordingly (see Fig. (5)).
(v) If k < 2 j−1, increase k by one, use ancilla as new probe,
and return to (ii).
(vi) Measure X .
2. Step 2 of Protocol Ia with γ replaced by γ ′.
3. If j = t increase j by one and go to step 1, otherwise exit
and output
φ̂ = b̂1 π2 + b̂2
π
4
+ . . . + b̂t π2t .
The decision boundaries of Protocol Ib are defined by
parameter γ ′—the “logical” version of γ . This difference
arises if Rz(φ) is not transversal for the QRMCs. If γ was the
physical rotation, the logical state after step 1(iv) of Protocol
Ib undergoes a Z rotation by (Lemma 1, Sec. V)
γ ′ = γ − 2 arctan
(
sin(2 j+1γ )
(2 j+2 − 1) + cos(2 j+1γ )
)
. (5)
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FIG. 5. Steps 1(i)–1(iv) of Protocol Ib. For k = 1, |ψ〉 = |+〉
or else the output of previous k. EQRM is the encoding circuit for
QRM(1, j + 2), Rz(φ)L is logical (transversal) application of the
field, {SZi } are all the Z stabilizer measurements, and XL is logical
X measurement from which we extract the X syndromes.
For large j this nontransversality has a small effect since γ ′ =
γ − O(2− j ). Following the analysis of Protocol Ia, the range
of the excluded angles in the worst case is again 2tγ , not 2tγ ′.
The probability of logical error in a single interrogation is
the probability that the syndrome measurements do not detect
the errors and the errors corrupt X measurement. Since φ is
unknown we cannot apply a suitable dephasing transformation
(also known as twirl) on the noisy states to reduce noise
to only Z errors, unlike FT quantum computing [26]. So
we measure both X and Z stabilizers and the correspond-
ing failure probabilities pXerr and pZerr are given in Eqs. (19)
and (23), Sec. VI. The threshold for p is now obtained by
solving p f ≡ 1 − (1 − pXerr )2
j−1 (1 − pZerr )2
j−1 = δ(γ ′), which
corresponds to Eq. (3) at the logical level. This threshold is
presented in Fig. 4(b). For higher-order QRMCs, pXerr 	 pZerr
below the threshold.
The number of field interrogations, our resources, required
for Protocol Ib to converge depends on pn, the probability of
retransmission due to noise, and pr, the probability of retrans-
mission due to nontransversality. Using Lemma 2, Sec. V,
pr = 1 − (1 − 12 j+1 )
( j+2)2 j−1
. If the probabilities of passing the
X and Z error syndrome measurements for bit j are given by
pXpass and pZpass, respectively [Eqs. (17) and (20), Sec. VI],
pn = 1 − (pXpass pZpass)2 j−1 . This gives
N =
t∑
j=1
2 j−1C( j) 1
2[δ(γ ′) − p f ]2 ln
(
2t

)
, (6)
with C( j) = (2 j+2 − 1)/(1 − pn)(1 − pr ) being the overhead
from the QRMC. We plot 	φ versus the resources required—
including extra interrogations due to retransmissions—for a
fixed p and γ in Fig. 4(c).
Now we deal with noise in devices, which we assume to
be independent of the field noise. This results in the new
threshold equation
1 − (1 − p′Xerr)2 j−1(1 − p′Zerr)2 j−1 (1 − p′)3×2 j−1+2 = δ(γ ′) (7)
involving noise of the form of Eq. (2) for the field (p) and
the devices (p′). The failure probabilities p′Xerr and p′Zerr now
have an additional contribution from the noisy devices, which
itself includes the effect of noisy nontransversal encoding
and noisy syndrome measurements. The latter are EQRM and
{SZi } and XL in Fig. 5. Since Eq. (7) involves two variables
p and p′, there is no unique solution for the two thresholds,
pth and p′th. For small p′th, see Fig. 6 for improvements in pth
and Sec. VII A for details.
FIG. 6. Relationship between thresholds pth and p′th for γ =
π/32 and j = 4. Improved threshold for Protocol Ib with device
noise (dashed blue) over Ia (solid red/dark gray). Improved threshold
of Protocol Ic (solid green/light gray) over Protocol Ib with device
noise in subregion enlarged. Protocol Ib without device noise (dotted
blue) is provided for reference.
C. Fault tolerance everywhere
Finally, Protocol Ic [Fig. 3(c)] combats noise at any stage
of the sensing process. In quantum computation, the lack
of transversal universal gate sets [28] is overcome by either
gate distillation or code switching. In metrology, the for-
mer is prohibitive because φ is unknown (see Sec. VII B).
Our Protocol Ic proceeds via switching [37] between the
QRM(1,3) Steane code which is transversal for H and higher-
order QRMCs [38], along with the error detection method of
Protocol Ib.
Protocol Ic
For j = 1, . . . , t
1. Repeat M times.
(i) Prepare |+L〉 using FT procedure employing the Steane code
and switch to QRM(1, j + 2). Set k = 1.
(ii) Prepare ancilla |0L〉 using FT procedure employing
QRM(1, j + 2). Apply transversal FT CNOT between probe.
and ancilla.
(iii) Interrogate field transversally with probe. Apply error
detection on probe. Restart (i) if syndrome measurements reject.
(iv) Teleport by measuring probe in logical X and adapting Pauli
frame accordingly (see Fig. (8)).
(v) If k < 2 j−1, increase k by one, use ancilla as new probe,
and return to (ii).
(vi) FT measurement of logical X .
2. Step 2 and 3 of Protocol Ib.
Protocol Ic behaves exactly as Protocol Ib in terms of
convergence and resource requirements. The thresholds for
Protocol Ic are given by modifying the failure probabilities
p′Xerr and p′Zerr, the number of points of failure, and the noise
p′ in Eq. (7). Protocol Ic has no non-transversal encoding
and failure probabilities just include noisy syndrome mea-
surements (Sec. VII C). Compared to Protocol Ib, Protocol
Ic now provides a larger improvement in pth over Protocol
Ia, but over a reduced range of p′ as shown in Fig. 6. The
improvements are limited by the poor QRMC error correction
022335-5
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thresholds. Larger improvements should be attainable if codes
with better thresholds and suitable transversality properties
can be designed.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PARAMETRIZED
RUDOLPH-GROVER SCHEME: CONVERGENCE,
NOISE RESILIENCE, AND RESOURCES
The unknown phase parameter φ is expressed in a radix
2 expansion as φ = 2π × 0.b0b1b2 . . . = b0 2π2 + b1 2π22 +
b2 2π23 . . .. Setting b0 = 0 leads to
φ = b1 π2 + b2
π
4
. . . . (8)
We denote our estimate of the unknown parameter after the
protocol as φ̂.
A. Noiseless case
Assume first that Protocol Ia is implemented in the noise-
less case. Let p1 be the probability of obtaining zero (eigen-
value +1) in our measurements in a noiseless Protocol Ia for
j = 1. Let p̂1 be our (real valued) estimate, which comes from
averaging over M independent and identically distributed
repetitions. Seeking | p̂1 − p1|  δ leads to
prob(| p̂1 − p1|  δ)  1 − 2e−2Mδ2
from the Hoeffding inequality.
Let us choose δ = | cos2( π4 ) − cos2( π4 − γ2 )| =| sin(γ )/2|. For γ = π/8, δ ≈ 0.191; for γ = π/32,
δ ≈ 0.049. This implies the following, for angle φ in the
allowed region [0, π/2 − γ ] or [π/2 + γ , π ].
(i) If 0  φ̂1 < (π/2 − γ ),
prob
(
0  φ < π
2
)
 1 − 2e−2Mδ2 (9)
and prob(̂b1 = b1 = 0) is equally high.
(ii) If (π/2 + γ ) < φ̂1  π,
prob
(π
2
 φ < π
)
 1 − 2e−2Mδ2
and prob(̂b1 = b1 = 1) is equally high.
This concludes the analysis for j = 1.
Assuming that the estimation for j = 1 was correct,
we proceed to the estimation of the other bits. We use
induction to calculate all the conditional probabilities.
Suppose all bits bk , k < j are correctly estimated. The
probe after the 2 j−1 consecutive interrogations is (|0〉 +
eiφ j |1〉)/√2, where φ j = 2 j−1φ = 2π × 0.b j−1b jb j+1 . . . =
b j−1 2π2 + b j 2π22 + b j+1 2π23 . . ., where b j−1 is known from pre-
vious estimation.
Again, using the Hoeffding inequality, we bound the prob-
ability of having error smaller than the same parameter δ. The
allowed region for φ j − b j−1π should be again [0, π/2 − γ ]
or [π/2 + γ , π ], and the following hold.
(i) If b̂ j−1π  φ̂ j < b̂ j−1π + (π/2 − γ ),
prob
(
0  φ j − b j−1π < π2
)
 1 − 2e−2Mδ2
and prob(̂b j = b j = 0) is equally high, conditioned on the
estimations of prior bits being correct.
(ii) If b̂ j−1π + (π/2 + γ )  φ̂ j  b̂ j−1π + π ,
prob
(π
2
 φ j − b j−1π < π
)
 1 − 2e−2Mδ2
and prob(̂b j = b j = 1) is equally high, conditioned on the
estimations of prior bits being correct.
This concludes our analysis for j.
The probability that all the bits up to bt are estimated cor-
rectly is lower bounded by (1 − 2e−2Mδ2 )t  1 − 2te−2Mδ2 . To
have a maximum error  in our estimator to be correct up to
the t th bit, we choose M such that   2te−2Mδ2 . This leads to
M  1
2δ2
ln
(
2t

)
. (10)
The total overhead in uses of the field to estimate φ to t bits
with error  becomes
N = 2
t − 1
2δ2
ln
(
2t

)
. (11)
The allowed angles for which the above convergence
arguments hold are as follows. From the analysis above,
the estimation of the first bit converges with high proba-
bility if φ ∈ [0, π/2 − γ ] ∪ [π/2 + γ , π ]. Thus the length
of the excluded region is 2γ . For the second bit, consider
estimating φ2 = 2φ. If b1 = 0, φ ∈ [0, π/4 − γ /2] ∪ [π/4 +
γ /2, π/2], and, if b1 = 1, φ ∈ [π/2, π/2 + π/4 − γ /2] ∪
[π/2 + π/4 + γ /2, π ]. The length of the excluded region is
again 2γ .
In general, consider estimating φ j = 2 j−1φ mod 2π.
Suppose b1 = . . . = b j−2 = 0. If b j−1 = 0,
φ ∈
[
0,
π
2 j
− γ
2 j−1
]
∪
[ π
2 j
+ γ
2 j−1
,
π
2 j−1
]
,
and, if b j−1 = 1,
φ ∈
[ π
2 j−1
,
π
2 j−1
+ π
2 j
− γ
2 j−1
]
∪
[ π
2 j−1
+ π
2 j
+ γ
2 j−1
,
π
2 j−2
]
.
Continuing with the 2 j−2 possibilities for b1, . . . , b j−2, each
of which excludes regions of length γ /2 j−2, we obtain a
total excluded region of length 2γ . In the worst case, of the
regions not being overlapping, the excluded region has total
angle 2tγ .
B. Noisy case
We now consider the noisy case and denote the probability
of an error occurring in an interrogation step as p. Then, the
probability p f (p, j) of the measurement result being incorrect
after a number of interrogations and a final measurement
depends on p and the number of interrogations (which de-
pends on j). In Protocol Ia, we undertake 2 j−1 interrogations,
whereby p f is upper bounded by 1 − (1 − p)2 j−1 .
The following analysis holds for any j. Let pj be the
probability of obtaining zero (eigenvalue +1) if there was no
noise. With probability p f , this result we get will be flipped.
Let p′j be the “noisy” probability of obtaining zero. Then
p′j = p j (1 − p f ) + (1 − p j )p f , (12)
whereby p′j − p j = p f (1 − 2p j ), implying
|p′j − p j |  p f . (13)
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After M repetitions, the Hoeffding inequality gives the noisy
estimate p̂′ j as
prob(| p̂ ′j − p′j |  δ)  2e−2Mδ
2
. (14)
Adding |p′j − p j | gives
prob(| p̂ ′j − p′j | + |p′j − p j |  δ + |p′j − p j |)  2e−2Mδ
2
.
We then use the fact that [prob(x  b)  c] ∧ (y  x) ⇒
prob(y  b)  c, which can be proven by writing the proba-
bilities as integrals and changing variables. Since | p̂ ′j − p j | 
| p̂ ′j − p′j | + |p′j − p j |,
prob(| p̂ ′j − p j |  δ + |p′j − p j |)  2e−2Mδ
2
.
Thus,
prob(| p̂ ′j − p j |  δ)  2e−2M(δ−|p
′
j−p j |)2  2e−2M(δ−p f )2 ,
whereby
prob(| p̂ ′j − p j | < δ) > 1 − 2e−2M(δ−p f )
2
.
We therefore get confidence in our estimation for the jth bit
only if p f < δ, in which case the same proof of convergence
holds as in the noiseless case. This means that there is a
probability p of failure in a single interrogation above which
the protocol does not converge and is given by the solution of
1 − (1 − p)2t−1 = δ = | cos2( π4 ) − cos2( π4 − γ2 )| for a fixed γ
and t . We call this the noise threshold pth of the protocol.
Following the same analysis as before and replacing δ by
δ − p f (p, t ) we have
N = 2
t − 1
2(δ − p f )2 ln
(
2t

)
.
Standard deviation
A canonical way of quantifying the performance of an
estimator is its standard deviation 	φ. We derive this for
a fixed  adapting the technique from Ref. [16]. At the
conclusion of the estimation protocol, with probability 1 − 
an estimate φest is obtained which is the correct one up to t bits
of precision (	φest  π/2t+1). Otherwise, we get a random
estimate φr, which we assume to be independent of φest to
ease our analysis. Thus φ = (1 − )φest + φr, and
	φ =
√
(1 − )2(	φest )2 + 2(	φr )2
=
√
(1 − )2 π
2
22(t+1)
+ 2π2.
We choose  so that 	φ decreases inversely with the largest
possible function of the total overhead. Let  = 1/2t . Since
	φ = O(2−t ) for noise significantly smaller than the thresh-
old, N = O(t2t ), and we have 	φ = O(log N/N ), ignoring
terms logarithmic in t .
V. NONTRANSVERSALITY EFFECTS IN QRMCs
We provide results for QRMCs for the effect of applying
transversally gates that are nontransversal for a particular
QRMC, under postselection for the correct syndrome out-
comes. The equations for bit j in our protocols are obtained
by setting m = j + 2 in the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Apply Rz(−φ) transversally, where φ =
0.b0b1b2 . . ., on a logical single qubit state encoded by code
QRM(1, m). Postselecting on accepting the syndromes cre-
ates, up to a global phase, a logical rotation of
φ′ = φ − 2 arctan
(
sin(φm)
(2m − 1) + cos(φm)
)
, (15)
around the Z axis, where φm = 2m−1φ = 2π ×
0.bm−1bmbm+1 . . . .
Proof. Let
P+1 =
2m−m−2∏
i=1
(
I + SZi
)
22m−m−2
m∏
i=1
(
I + SXi
)
2m
(16)
be the projector to the code space, i.e., the positive eigenspace
of the Z and the X syndrome measurements SZi and
SXi , respectively. The effect of applying Rz(−φ) transver-
sally and projecting to P+1 on logical state |0L〉 leads to
P+1Rz(−φ)⊗2m−1|0L〉, which is
1√
2m
P+1
⎛⎝|0〉 + e−i2m−1φ ∑
x∈RM\{0}
|x〉
⎞⎠.
The projections coming from the Z stabilizer measurements
have no effect on the state. The elements SXi correspond to the
generators of the RM code (by replacing the ones with X ’s and
the zeros with I’s) and therefore ∏mi=1(I + SXi ) gives a sum
over stabilizers that correspond to all x ∈ RM. When applied
to the above state they map each codeword to the sum of all
codewords in the code and therefore create the same (global)
phase:
1 + (2m − 1)e−iφm = 1 + (2m − 1) cos φm + i(2m − 1) sin φm
where φm = 2m−1φ. Similarly for the logical |1L〉 state, we get
P+1Rz(−φ)⊗2m−1|1L〉:
1√
2m
P+1
⎛⎝e−i(2m−1)φ|1〉 + e−i(2m−1−1)φ ∑
x∈RM
|x + 1〉
⎞⎠.
Again, the projectors from the X measurements mix all the
phases, leading to a global phase of
e−i(2
m−1)φ + (2m − 1)e−i(φm−φ).
Therefore the whole operation adds between the computa-
tional basis states a relative phase of
φ′ = arctan
( (2m − 1) sin φm
1 + (2m − 1) cos φm
)
− arctan
(
sin[(2m − 1)φ] + (2m − 1) sin(φm − φ)
cos[(2m − 1)φ] + (2m − 1) cos(φm − φ)
)
,
from which Eq. (15) emerges via trigonometry. 
The cost of postselection for rotations that are not transver-
sal for QRM(1, m) is given below.
Lemma 2. The probability of failure in any of the SXi
syndrome measurements on a QRM(1, m)-encoded state, on
which transversal Rz(−φ) has been applied, is less than or
equal to 1 − (1 − 12m−1 )
m
.
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Proof. The probability of failure in the postselection of
each of the m syndromes is at most 12m−1 , for any real rotation.
This comes from calculating the probability of getting result
zero in measurement i. This is given by
pi = 〈χi−1| I + S
X
i
2
|χi−1〉 = 12 +
〈χi−1|SXi |χi−1〉
2
 1
2
+ 2
m+1 − 8
2 × 2m+1 = 1 −
1
2m−1
for |χi−1〉 being the state that comes after syndrome measure-
ment i − 1 (renormalized) and |χ0〉 = Rz(−φ)⊗2m−1(|0L〉 +
eiψ |1L〉)/
√
2, for some ψ . The key observation here is that
SXi |χi−1〉 is a permutation of the sums of kets of |χi−1〉, where
each sum of kets comes from applying
∏i−1
j=1(I + SXj ) on
each ket of the initial state |χ0〉 when written in the physical
representation.
The probability of failure of all the m X syndromes—
X syndromes are the only ones that potentially reject—is
therefore 1 − (1 − 12m−1 )m. This creates an extra overhead in
the resource count. 
VI. PROTOCOL Ib WITH NOISELESS DEVICES: ERROR
DETECTION FAILURE PROBABILITIES
In order to calculate the thresholds and resources of Proto-
col Ib we need to find the probability that the error detection
procedure fails at each step k. We exploit the idea of only
error detecting for the errors, followed by the decoding of the
code subspace to a Hilbert space of one qubit, in order to get
improved thresholds [39]. An instance of the circuit used for
error detection at each step k of Protocol Ib (Fig. 5) is given
for m = 4 in Fig. 7.
For Protocol Ib, unlike in magic state distillation in quan-
tum computing (for more details see Ref. [40]), the circuit
of Fig. 7 is applied on a physical level. In Protocol Ib errors
only enter through the Rz(φ) gates and of the form of Eq. (2).
Rejections after the syndrome measurements can happen ei-
ther because of noise or because of the nontransversal effects
analyzed in Sec. V. There is no dependency between the two
sources of rejection and thus we restrict our analysis here to
rejections due to noise.
Failure comes when the logical outcome of the X measure-
ment is flipped in the case that no syndrome error is being
detected. The failure probabilities at the syndrome detection
for X or Z errors, pXerr and pZerr, respectively, are
pXerr = p(error|X pass) =
p(error, X pass)
p(X pass)
and, similarly,
pZerr = p(error|Z pass) =
p(error, Z pass)
p(Z pass) .
First we focus on the stabilizers that detect the Pauli X
errors. These correspond to the rows of the parity check
matrix Hz of the RM∗ code. The undetected noise operators
correspond to the codewords of the RM∗ code, including
the noiseless case which corresponds to zero, given by V ⊥Hz .
FIG. 7. FT application of transversal Rz(φ) using QRM(1,4) and
teleportation onto input state |ψ〉.
Thus,
p(X pass) = WV ⊥Hz (1 − p, p), (17)
where WV (x, y) =
∑
c∈V x
n−wt(c)ywt(c) is the weight polyno-
mial of V ∈ GF(2n) and wt(c) is the number of ones in the
codeword c. We can then write the probability of retransmis-
sion due to Pauli X noise as pXn = 1 − WV ⊥Hz (1 − p, p).
The above undetected operators could potentially corrupt
the logical X measurement if they happen either before or
during the application of the Rz(φ) signal. To understand this
we represent the signal plus noise operation as Rz(θ )XRz(φ −
θ ) for some angle θ  φ. Up to global phase this is equal to
Rz(2θ )XRz(φ), thus equal to the original signal plus a Pauli
X that has no effect on the logical X measurement, plus an
extra term Rz(2θ ) that can corrupt the logical X measurement
when θ = 0. From discretization of errors (Ref. [21], Theorem
10.2) and the fact that QRMCs can recover from Z noise,
these non-Pauli errors Rz(2θ ) are detected by the X stabilizer
measurements unless they correspond to codewords of the
Hamming code, and the latter corrupt the logical measurement
only when they have odd parity. Since the weights of the
codewords that are excluded by these refinements are large,
their contribution in the error probability is negligible and
therefore we can include in our calculation all codewords of
the RM∗ code except identity. Therefore,
pXerr =
WV ⊥Hz (1 − p, p) − (1 − p)
2m−1
WV ⊥Hz (1 − p, p)
. (18)
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Using the codeword weights of RM∗ from Appendix A, we obtain
pXerr =
(2m − 1)(1 − p)2m−1 p2m−1−1 + (2m − 1)(1 − p)2m−1−1 p2m−1 + p2m−1
(1 − p)2m−1 + (2m − 1)(1 − p)2m−1 p2m−1−1 + (2m − 1)(1 − p)2m−1−1 p2m−1 + p2m−1 . (19)
The results for bit j are obtained by setting m = j + 2. Given
the form of noise of Eq. (2) and that X error detection is
made first, the single qubit X error probability is p(px + py).
However, since the function in Eq. (19) is monotonically
increasing in p, we can replace p(px + py) by p and get an
upper bound ∀ px, py.
The stabilizers that detect the Pauli Z errors correspond to
the rows of the parity check matrix Hx of the dual of the RM
code, which is the Hamming code (2m − 1, 2m − 1 − m, 3).
The undetected noise operators correspond to the codewords
of the Hamming code, including the noiseless case which
corresponds to zero, given by V ⊥Hx . Thus,
p(Z pass) = WV ⊥Hx (1 − p, p) (20)
and the probability of retransmission due to Pauli Z noise is
pZn = 1 − WV ⊥Hx (1 − p, p).
The subset of undetected operators that lead to an er-
ror in the logical X measurement consists of those which
anticommute with the tensor product of X operators: the
ones with odd parity. From duality, the parity matrix HRM
of the RM code is the generator of the codewords of the
Hamming code. The subset of odd codewords is obtained by
complementing the code generated by the parity check matrix
Hz of RM∗, which is the same as HRM without the 1 row, thus
keeping only its even generators. Thus,
pZerr =
WVHz (p, 1 − p)
WV ⊥Hx (1 − p, p)
, (21)
Using the MacWilliams identity WV (x, y) = 1|V |WV ⊥ (x +
y, x − y), we obtain
pZerr =
∣∣VHx ∣∣WV ⊥Hz (1, 2p − 1)∣∣VHz ∣∣WVHx (1, 1 − 2p) . (22)
Using the codeword weights of RM∗ and RM from
Appendix A and |VHx |/|VHz | = 2m/2m+1 = 1/2, we obtain
pZerr =
1 + (2m − 1)(2p − 1)2m−1−1 + (2m − 1)(2p − 1)2m−1 + (2p − 1)2m−1
2[1 + (2m − 1)(1 − 2p)2m−1 ] . (23)
Again, the above is an upper bound on the failure probabil-
ity due to Z errors, when noise is of the form of Eq. (2), for all
values of pz.
VII. NOISY DEVICES
A. Protocol Ib: Noisy device thresholds
If we assume noisy devices in Protocol Ib, by allowing any
device to have noise of the form of Eq. (2) with probability
p replaced by the device noise probability p′, the threshold
calculation is different. Failure probabilities of the detection
procedure for X and Z errors are denoted by p′Xerr and p′Zerr,
respectively. These probabilities are given by replacing prob-
ability p by p + devIb(p′) in Eqs. (19) and (23), respectively.
Probability devIb(p′) captures the effect of all device noise
[except for state preparation and CNOT error, which are in-
cluded separately in the last term on the left-hand side of
Eq. (26)] on one qubit in the detection procedure and is given
by
devIb(p′) = [ce + (2m − m − 2) + 1]p′ (24)
where ce is the number of points of failure in the nontransver-
sal encoding procedure EQRM that affect one qubit. The oper-
ations in the encoding procedure correspond to the generator
matrix of RM∗(1, m). On average, there are approximately
(m + 1)2m−1/(2m − 1) points per qubit where the entangling
operations apply on the particular qubit. Since each entangling
operation in the coding involves approximately 2m−1 qubits,
we have
〈ce〉 ≈ (m + 1)2
m−1
2m − 1 2
m−1. (25)
For our protocol, we need to set m = j + 2 in the previous
two equations.
The failure probability at the output of Protocol Ib with
device noise is bounded away from 1 by the joint probability
that in all of the 2 j−1 rounds both the state preparation and
CNOT are correct and the detection procedure does not fail.
The latter joint probability can be written as the product of
the probability of correct state preparation or CNOT and the
probability of detection not failing conditioned on correct
state preparation or CNOT. The points of failure for state prepa-
ration or CNOT are 3 × 2 j−1 + 2. This includes initial probe
preparation and Hadamard, as well as ancilla preparation and
CNOT (two points of failure) at each interrogation step. Notice
that performing the teleportation correction can be avoided
by updating the Pauli frame. Then the threshold equation
becomes
1 − (1 − p′Xerr)2 j−1(1 − p′Zerr)2 j−1 (1 − p′)3×2 j−1+2 = δ(γ ′). (26)
Since Eq. (26) involves two variables p and p′, there is no
unique solution but rather a relation for the two thresholds—
pth and p′th—as depicted in Fig. 6.
B. Protocol Ic: Why code switching?
In Protocol Ic we combat noise that can enter at any stage
of the phase estimation protocol, in interrogating the field, as
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well as probe and ancilla preparation, entangling gates, and
measurements.
As in quantum computing, we need to employ some ex-
tra encoding throughout the protocol. If we use transversal
quantum codes, the same encoding cannot be used everywhere
since there is no quantum code transversal for a universal set
of gates [28]. Two techniques are known to solve this issue:
gate (or state) distillation and code switching. First we explain
why the first technique is prohibitively expensive in terms of
our resources for phase estimation.
1. Gate distillation
Everything is performed on an underlying quantum error
correcting code which is transversal only for Clifford oper-
ations, e.g., QRM(1,3), also known as the Steane code. The
non-Clifford operations are performed by injecting into this
code special states, sometimes called magic states, and then
applying a distillation procedure using a higher-order QRMC
to reduce their noise [26].
In our case, the non-Clifford part of the computation is
the Rz(φ) rotation. In metrology, however, φ is unknown.
Similarly to Ref. [26], we could inject a state on which
the Rz(φ) rotation has been applied and teleport it into the
rest of distillation circuit using the teleportation circuit of
Fig. 2. The distillation would then proceed accounting for
discretization effects as described in Sec. V. However, in order
for teleportation to succeed, after the logical measurement of
the first qubit a logical correction on the second needs to be
applied:
Rz(φ)XR†z (φ) ∝ Rz(2φ)X, (27)
where proportionality captures an irrelevant global phase.
In quantum computing, commonly φ = π/2n and Rz(φ)
belongs to the nth level of the Clifford hierarchy. Then,
Rz(2φ) belongs to the (n − 1)th level and thus injecting,
distilling, and teleporting more magic states to implement
the corrections is a terminating process, with the number of
steps depending on n (see Refs. [41,42] for more details).
For metrology φ ∈ [0, π ] and therefore a similar procedure
is not guaranteed to terminate. This, on its own, is not a
major issue since we could postselect on measuring zero
after k consecutive teleportations with the probability of 1
being exponentially small on k (teleportation measurements
are unbiased). The problem is that distilling a Rz(2kφ) rota-
tion, for unknown φ, means interrogating the field with the
same state 2k times, which will introduce noise of strength
2k p. Even for k = 2, the thresholds we have calculated for
the field noise (Protocol Ib) will be worse than the non-FT
case (Protocol Ia). Thus, the unknown nature of the rotation,
which necessitates using the same field multiple times for the
teleportation corrections, means that gate distillation is not
giving a benefit over the non-FT protocol.
One could avoid any correction by applying postselection
on the very first teleportation step. This leads the failure prob-
ability of one Rz(φ) application in the distillation circuit to be
1/2. Since the distillation circuit uses QRMCs of block sizes
2 j+2 − 1 the failure probability of transversal application on
Rz(φ) on the block is 1 − (1/2)2 j+2−1. For 2 j−1 interrogations
this amounts to 1 − (1/2)2 j−1(2 j+2−1), adding an extra double
|ψL〉 / • / FT M. Recov. Rz(φ) {SZi } X
|0L〉 / / FT M. Recov.
FIG. 8. Protocol Ic circuit. Operations CNOT, Rz(φ), and X
measurement are all transversal. Operations {SZi } represent all Z
stabilizer measurements. Fault-tolerant measurements and recovery
require extra ancillae and correct up to one error.
exponential term in the resource count C( j) from the code.
This would be prohibitive.
2. Code switching
We thus resort to the alternative technique of code switch-
ing [37,38]. Here, the state is encoded throughout the protocol
with a quantum code but is not the same at every stage. Code
switching exploits the fact that different members of QRMCs
are transversal for different gate sets and one can switch be-
tween those codes using ancilla qubits and FT measurements.
In Protocol Ic we start with a state |0〉 encoded (by means
of FT measurements) by the Steane code and fault tolerantly
apply a Hadamard gate in order to prepare the |+L〉 probe
state. Then we switch to the QRM(1, m) for m = j + 2 on
which we apply the rest of the protocol.
The circuit applied for each interrogation, Fig. 8, is similar
to that of Protocol Ib (Fig. 5). The difference is that the input
state |ψ〉 is already encoded with the required QRMC and
therefore the nontransversal operation EQRM is not needed.
The state is entangled by means of a transversal CNOT gate
with the ancilla qubit which is also fault-tolerantly encoded
with the same QRM(1, m) code. At every step we apply FT
syndrome measurements and recovery operations in the same
fashion it is applied in quantum computing [21], the failure
probability of which is given in Sec. VII D. The overhead that
comes from the QRM encoding and switching is not counted
since we count as a resource the number of uses of the field,
which is the same as in Protocol Ib.
C. Protocol Ic: Noisy device thresholds
Similarly to Sec. VII A, we calculate how the noise in de-
vices affects the error thresholds of Protocol Ic. There are two
differences from Protocol Ib. First, the encoding procedure for
the QRMCs is now done during the preparation of the probe
and ancillae and is fault tolerant. Second, after every operation
a round of fault-tolerant error correction is applied. The failure
probability of the error correction procedure is denoted by
pEC and given in Sec. VII D. The failure probabilities of the
detection procedure are denoted p′′Xerr and p′′Zerr and given by
replacing probability p by p + devIc(p′) in Eqs. (19) and (23),
respectively, where
devIc(p′) = [3 × 2m + 1 + (2m − m − 2) + 1]p′. (28)
This includes the errors on one qubit from previous syn-
drome measurements and recovery plus the errors in the error
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detection syndrome measurements. For our protocol, we need
to set m = j + 2 in the above equation.
Now, the number of FT measurement and recovery steps
is 3 × 2 j−1 + j + 1. This includes FT probe preparation, FT
Hadamard and j − 1 steps of switching to QRM(1, j + 2),
as well as FT ancilla preparation and FT CNOT (two steps)
at each interrogation step. We conservatively approximate the
success probability of FT probe preparation, FT Hadamard,
and each FT switching step by the success probability of FT
measurement and the recovery step of QRM(1, j + 2). Then
the threshold equation becomes
1 − (1 − p′′Xerr )2 j−1(1 − p′′Zerr)2 j−1 (1 − pEC)3×2 j−1+ j+1 =δ(γ ′).
(29)
The solution involves two variables and is depicted in Fig. 6.
We observe that the range of values of p′th in which pth is
improved over Protocol Ia is smaller than in Protocol Ib with
device noise, but, within this region, there is a subregion
where Protocol Ic gives higher thresholds than Protocol Ib.
This improvement, however, is small and the reason for this
is the large amount of operations involved in QRMC error
correction.
D. Failure probabilities of QRMCs as error-correcting codes
To analyze the thresholds of Protocol Ic we calculate the
failure probability of the error correction procedure using
QRMCs.
Since QRMCs can correct one error of any type, the noise
threshold comes from the probability of having two or more
errors during all possible operations between two rounds of
fault tolerance. The approximate thresholds for QRM(1,3)
are provided in Ref. [21]. We follow the same techniques to
calculate approximate thresholds for QRM(1, m) for m > 3.
We begin by enumerating the combinations leading to two
errors at the output. We consider the FT measurement and
recovery operation on the first logical qubit immediately after
the application of transversal CNOT in Fig. 8. The number of
ways two errors can occur at the output of the first logical
qubit is listed below.
(i) Two errors at the previous syndrome measurement and
recovery operations. Since there are two blocks with c0 = 3 ×
2 × m × 2m−1 + 2m − 1 points of failure in each, this number
is c20.
(ii) One error at the previous syndrome measurement and
recovery operations at one of the two blocks, and another
during the logical two qubit gate. This number is 2c0(2m − 1).
(iii) Both during the logical two qubit gate. This number is
(2(2m − 1)2 ).
(iv) Two errors due to incorrect syndrome measurement.
This number is (2m)(2 × 2m−1 )2 ).
(v) Both at the syndrome measurements: c20.
(vi) One at the syndrome measurement and another during
recovery: c0(2m − 1).
(vii) Both during recovery: (2m − 1)2.
Summing all the above contributions, we get
c = 2c20 +
(
2(2m − 1)
2
)
+ (2m)
(
2m
2
)
+ 3c0(2m − 1)
+(2m − 1)2.
|0〉 H • · · · • Rz(φ) • · · · • H Z
|0〉 · · · Rz(φ) · · ·
|0〉 · · · Rz(φ) · · ·
FIG. 9. Parallel phase estimation without fault tolerance.
The probability of failure of the error correction procedure,
which is the probability of having at least two errors, is then
pEC ≈ cp′2, (30)
where p′ is the probability of a single component in the device
being affected by noise.
VIII. PARALLEL PROTOCOLS
A parallel version of our protocols Ia, Ib, and Ic can
be implemented by preparing Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger
states of 2 j−1 entangled qubits and interrogating the field
in parallel, as depicted in Fig. 9. The performance of this
parallel version for Protocols Ia and Ib without device noise
is identical to the serial versions. The contribution of noisy
devices in Protocol Ib and Ic is different due to different prepa-
ration and measurement procedures compared to the serial
protocol. Since both the serial and the parallel version require
the application of a Hadamard gate, we need in both cases to
complement the QRM(1, j + 2) with a code transversal for
the H gate.
IX. DISCUSSIONS
We have illustrated a methodology for FT quantum metrol-
ogy that allows estimation of phase up to higher bits of
precision in the presence of arbitrary local Pauli noise. This
is based on improved noise thresholds for our phase esti-
mation scheme. While we have focused on the principle of
FT quantum phase estimation, its practical use will depend
on reducing resource consumption and increasing thresh-
olds improvements. This should direct future work by cal-
culating fault tolerance thresholds and resources for other
known schemes, both nonadaptive [39,43] as well as adaptive
[21,43–45].
Noise thresholds have been identified [17] for nonadaptive
phase estimation schemes [43] under general additive noise
and establish a noise threshold for a modified version of it.
While these works do not use QECC or fault tolerance, they
do possess thresholds better than ours. This is due to the
sophistication of the estimation scheme, and its fault tolerance
would therefore be an interesting open question.
Further improvements in FT quantum metrology should
be possible with better estimation schemes as well as the
quantum error correcting codes, the latter determined by the
transversality demands set by the unknown parameter(s) to
be estimated. These should spur developments not only in
quantum metrology but also in quantum error correction and
fault tolerance.
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APPENDIX A: QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION
It is known [23] that transversal gates on stabilizer codes
are necessarily at a finite level of the Clifford hierarchy [46].
This is based on the notion of disjointness, which is a metric
of stabilizer quantum error-correcting codes and is, roughly
speaking, the number of mostly nonoverlapping representa-
tives of any given nontrivial logical Pauli operator.
Theorem 1 (Theorem 5 in Ref. [23]). Consider a stabilizer
code with minimum distance d↓, maximum distance d↑, and
disjointness 	. If M is an integer satisfying
d↑ < d↓	M−1,
then all transversal logical operators are in the Mth level of the
Clifford hierarchy CM .
This theorem implies that in our construction for FT
metrology we cannot hope to use a stabilizer code that is
transversal for any gate Rz(φ) for φ ∈ R.
1. Reed-Muller codes
Reed-Muller codes RM(r, m) of block length n = 2m, for
0  r  m, dimension ∑ri=0 (mi ), and distance 2m−r are a
family of classical block codes [31]. Reed-Muller codes have
geometric properties that allow for easy decoding. Codewords
of RM(r, m) correspond to all Boolean functions f of m
variables of degree r. Each codeword is the last column of the
truth table of f , i.e., the values of f for all different inputs. For
example, the rows of the generator matrix of RM(1,3) contain
the values of a01 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3, where 1 stands for the
vector of all ones, for all xi’s and each row corresponds to a
different element of a basis on ai’s:
G =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦.
We are interested in the divisibility properties of Reed-
Muller codes, which have implications for the transversality
of the quantum Reed-Muller codes. A classical code C is
called divisible by 	 if 	 divides the weight of all x ∈ C. A
code is called divisible if it is divisible by 	 > 1. First-order
RM codes are divisible by 2m−1 because exactly half of the
outputs of a boolean function of degree 1 have value 1, except
function 1, which always has output 1.
QRMCs use codes constructed from RM codes. We present
their divisibility properties and weight distribution. The short-
ened RM code, denoted by RM, is taken by keeping only
the codewords which begin with zero and deleting their first
coordinate. Codewords of RM(1, m) can be defined by the
following recursive process. For m = 2,
S2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦,
and for higher values of m
Sm =
[
Sm−1 0 Sm−1
Sm−1 1 Sm−1
]
.
Code RM(1, m) therefore has one codeword of weight zero
and 2m − 1 of weight 2m−1.
The punctured Reed-Muller code RM∗ is obtained by
adding the 1 row to the generator of RM. RM∗ therefore has
one codeword of weight zero, 2m − 1 of weight 2m−1 − 1,
2m − 1 of weight 2m−1, and one of weight 2m − 1.
2. Quantum Reed-Muller codes
A quantum Reed-Muller code QRM(1,m) is a CSS code
based on classical Reed-Muller codes. It is constructed using
the punctured Reed-Muller code RM∗ and its even subcode
RM with logical states |x〉L ≡
∑
y∈RM |y + x1〉, for x ∈ {0, 1}.
The size of the block is 2m − 1 qubits. The minimum distance
is 3, which is the minimum distance of the dual of the RM that
is used to correct the Z errors [47].
Using the following lemma, we justify our choice of
QRM(r, m) code with r = 1 and m chosen according to
transversality requirements.
Lemma 3 (Corollary 4 in Ref. [48]). Let QRM(r, m)
be created by the construction described above, where 0 <
r  m/2. Then it is an [n = 2m − 1, 1, d = min(2m−r −
1, 2r+1 − 1)] code, with transversal Tt for t = m/r − 1.
We can thus calculate the failure probability for QRM(r, m)
with r = 1 and for r > 1 with a fixed m/r ratio, to have
the same transversality property, with an error model where
each physical qubit is corrupted with probability 0  p 	 1.
We calculated the thresholds for r = 2, using the following
theorem.
FIG. 10. Estimator of Protocol II. There are three regions:
[0, π/2], [π/3, 2π/3], and [π/2, π ]. The decision boundaries for
j = 1 are the red lines. There are no excluded regions.
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log log log
FIG. 11. Interrogation noise thresholds. Red circles, Protocol Ia; blue triangles, Protocol Ib without device noise. For the effect of device
noise see Fig. 6.
Theorem 2 (Theorem 8, Chap. 15, in Ref. [31]). Let
Ai be the number of codewords of weight i in RM(2, m).
Then Ai = 0 unless i = 2m−1 or i = 2m−1 ± 2m−1−h for some
h, 0  h  m2 . Also, A0 = A2m = 1 and A2m−1±2m−1−h =
2h(h+1) (2
m−1)(2m−1−1)...(2m−2h+1−1)
(22h−1)(22h−2−1)...(22−1) . Finally, A2m−1 = 21+m+(
m
2 ) −∑
i =2m−1 Ai.
We use the technique of Sec. VI to calculate the thresholds.
We find the thresholds for r = 2 with the same transversal
properties worse than the case r = 1. Given that the threshold
calculations for  3 are too prolix and the block sizes too
large, we choose r = 1.
Transversality of QRM(1,m) is based on the fact that
all the codewords of RM are divisible by 	 = 2m−1, while
their complement is divisible by 	 = 2m−1 − 1 or 2m − 1.
Transversality enables different operations on each logical
computational basis-state modulo 2m−1, by applying transver-
sal gates on the 2m − 1 physical qubits. In particular, applying
transversal Tn on QRM(1, n + 1) will apply the logical T †n
gate. For example, QRM(1,4) is transversal for T3 = T , also
known as the phase-π/8 gate, but not for smaller fractions of
rotations around the Z axis.
APPENDIX B: MIXED RADIX EXTENSION
OF THE RG ESTIMATOR
The RG estimator [20] only converges if the phase φ lies in
certain regions as detailed in Sec. IV. This limitation can be
overcome by slightly modifying the estimator [49]. It begins
by expressing the parameter in a mixed base as
φ = v1 π
r1
+ v2 π
r1r2
+ v3 π
r1r2r3
. . . , (B1)
where ri ∈ {2, 3}. In order to estimate dit j the qubit |+〉
state interrogates the field an appropriate number of times
followed by a Pauli X measurement. The protocol is identical
to that depicted in Fig. 3, only with a different number of
consecutive interrogations. Unlike Protocol Ia, Protocol II
below converges for all values of φ, since there is no excluded
region (Fig. 10).
Protocol II: Extended RG estimator [52]
For j = 1, . . . , t
1. Repeat M times.
(i) Prepare |+}.
(ii) Interrogate field ∏ j−1l=0 rl times (r0 = 1).
(iii) Measure X .
2. Calculate p̂ j as the fraction of the +1 measurement outcomes
out of M. If v̂ j−1 = 0 set φ̂ j = cos−1(2 p̂ j − 1) in [0, π ],
or else in [π, 2π ].
(i) If v̂ j−1π  φ̂ j < v̂ j−1π + 5π12 , set v̂ j = 0 and r j = 2.
(ii) If v̂ j−1π + 5π12  φ̂ j < v̂ j−1π + 7π12 , set v̂ j = 1 and r j = 3.
(iii) If v̂ j−1π + 7π12  φ̂ j  v̂ j−1π + π , set v̂ j = 1 and r j = 2.
3. If j = t add one to j and go to step 1, otherwise exit and output
φ̂ = v̂1 π
r1
+ v̂2 π
r1r2
. . . .
The convergence of the noiseless protocol is proven in [49].
Here we discuss its noise resilience following the analysis for
the noisy Protocol Ia in Sec. IV.
log
log
log log
loglog
FIG. 12. Precision as a function of the number of interrogations, our resource. Red circles, Protocol Ia; blue triangles, Protocol Ib without
device noise; markers denote bits. Improvement from fault tolerance is illustrated in estimating higher bits. Noise chosen at the noise thresholds
of Protocol Ia which are closer to 0.63%: (a) p = 0.639%, (b) p = 0.626%, and (c) p = 0.619%.
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Following Protocol Ia, γ is the maximum error allowed in
the estimated angle for the protocol to converge. In Protocol
II, γ is fixed to π/12 since an estimation within this error
means that (i) 0  φ j − v j−1π < π/2 ⇒ (̂v j = v j = 0|r j =
2); (ii) π/3  φ j − v j−1π < 2π/3 ⇒ (̂v j = v j = 1|r j = 3);
and (iii) π/2  φ j − v j−1π < π ⇒ (̂v j = v j = 1|r j = 2).
The associated maximum error in the estimated probability
is δ = | cos2 ( 5π24 ) − cos2 ( 6π24 )| ≈ 0.129. The noise thresholds
are given by the solutions to
1 − (1 − pth)3t−1 = δ (B2)
since 1 − (1 − p)
∏t−1
l rl  1 − (1 − p)3t−1 . The number of
field interrogations, our resource, to estimate t dits with error
 is
N =
t∑
j=1
j−1∏
l
rl
1
2(δ − p f )2 ln
(
2t

)
. (B3)
A FT protocol for this estimator on the lines of Protocol
Ib using QRMCs suffers from nontransversality for phases
such as φ = π/3. A logical shift in such a phase pushes
logical angles φ′j outside [0, π ] because 3 times the logical
rotation corresponding to transversal π/3 does not equal π .
This induces an error in the estimation.
A convergent FT protocol is therefore impossible if we
restrict ourselves to codes transversal for rotations π/2k un-
less we can interrogate the field for a fractional amount of
time depending on j and the corresponding logical phase shift
given by Lemma 1.
APPENDIX C: GRAPHS FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF γ
Figure 11 shows the interrogation noise thresholds as a
function of the number of bits estimated and Figure 12 shows
the precision as a function of the number of interrogations.
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